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STUDY OF THE PRESENCE OF CULTURAL LAG IN THE 
CONCEPTS OF NURSING I N ONE NURSING SLRVICE ORGANIZATION 
CHAPTER I 
I NTRODUCT I ON 
Culture is like a map. Just as a map isn't a 
territory but an abstract reproduction of a 
particular area, so also a cul ture is an abstract 
description of trends toward uniformity in the 
words, deeds and artifacts of a human group. If 
a map is accurate and you can read it, you won't 
get lost. If you know a culture, you will know 
your way around i n the l ife of a society. l 
--- Clyde Kluckholn 
This succinct paragraph may well suggest one solution 
to the problem of a nursing service director faces as she 
att empts t reconstr uct an organization composed of 
individuals who presumably derive personal satisfaction from 
helping the sick with skills and knowledge of a professional 
caliber. 
Perhaps if we orient ourselves to nursing service as a 
"map", not of terrain, but as an area of structural and psy-
chologica i mport , we can s ffic ently crystallize our think 
ing to visualize it even more obj ectively as a "culture , " as 
a "society". Havi ng done this we can apply to nursing ser-
vice the theme Kluckholn's concept and come to know nursing 
service in a new perspective, from a fresh vi e oint. 
1 Kl ckholn, Clyde ; Mi r ror for IVIan. pp.28-29 
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In so doing \ve may be fortunate enough to perceive hitherto 
unidentified flaws and fault s in the "terrain 11 \vhich is its 
structure and its personnel. Having unmasked the disguised 
shortcomings of n ursing service, we can 11know 11 them, and 
knowing, correct them. 
The nursing service organization defined i n terms of our 
uniqu e appr oach, as a socia l organization, is "a group of 
people who interact more with each other than they do with 
other people, who coopera te with each other for the attain-
ment of certain ends."2 We will a lso find that this particu-
l ar group has a culture unique to it which defined means a 
J'way of thinking, feeling, believing". The term ''cu l ture" 
refers t o the distinctive ways of life of this group of 
people. 
There are two broad forces at work within the organiza-
ional structure of this 11 society 11 , this "culture" which we 
I 
have more familiarly known as nursing service. There is the 
formal organization--the operative planning, the methodology 
and the implimentation which determines the organizational 
efficiency. There is also the informal organization--con-
sisting of the human beings whose interaction w±th each 
other shapes the organization, d etermines its behavioral 
lif e and its organi zational effectiveness. 
A social organization is effiriient and effective when it 
2 Ib i d. p. 24 . 
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has common definitions of social goals and a commonly accept-
ed program for their achievement; when there is a basic ag-
reement as to the relationship of the individual to the 
group. A given society is harmonious and organized when all 
its members are in agreement on the definitions of certain 
fundamental situations, where there is an intrinsic harmony 
between the desires of the individual and the group. 
"c omplete social organization implies a unanimity of op-
inion and a stability in behavior patterns" ••• in other 
words., ''consensus" .3 
Social disorganization., on the o ther hand, is "a process 
by which the relationship between members of a group are bro-
ken or di ssolved". The individual views the major group int-
. 
erests in individual rather than common terms. Such an att-
itude results in competition and conflict between the indiv-
idual and the group, and ant~ inevitable lack of consensus 
which leads to confusion and disorganization in the society. 
Modern society in general is not static but dynamic --
constantly changing., constantly at grips with a bewildering 
succession of unprecedented changes. The impact of this 
changing experience upon static norms (ways of thinking, be-
.) 4 lieving, acting leads to social disorganization. 
Nursing service, this "society", this "culture", as we 
3 Elliott, M • ., Merrill, , F • ., Social Disorganization, pp4-5 
4 Ibid. p 1. 
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speak of it here, has been no exception to the changes which. 
are sweeping the larger society and culture of which it is a 
vital segment. Rapid changes have occurred and are still 
evolving in concepts associated with its formal structure--
with nursing care and its performance standard; with the me-
thod of patient assignment upon admission to the hospital, 
and also the method of work assignment of hospital personnel. 
Perhaps the crux of the problem lies in the informal struct-
ure of this "culture" nursing service. This as we have ob-
' ' 
served, is composed of people, who react emotionally and psy-
chologically to the changes. These people are often discour-
aged and sometimes defeated in their efforts to meet the 
staggering challenges of the present and the vaguer but more 
sinister threat of che future, with its unguessed changes. 
Nursing service is and will continue to be what they make it. 
Unfortunately we do not know statistically or in terms of re-
search, what effect these changing concepts within the nur-
sing service organization have had or are having upon nursing 
service personnel. We have rumor, hearsay, inference and the 
credence of a few eminent authorities who have ventured a 
shrewd assessment of the situation. But we do not have a 
scientifically substantiated confirmation of the vague ru-
mors, the lurking suspicions, the whispered insinuations. No 
matter how forward-looking a director may be, she lacks pre-
cedent, criteria and even tested techniques to guide her in a 
personal investigation into these problems. The result is 
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that nursing service today is in itself a vague concept sub-
ject to a multitude of interpretations and/or misinterpreta-
tions. How it is administered and distributed is a matter of 
personal opinion and individual practice. 
This research project was undertaken in the hope that at 
least some standardization may result from the findings in 
the area of one hospital nursing service which it proposes to 
investigate. 
Statement of the Problem 
Th~ problem of . this study is to estimate the degree of 
organization, or disorganization, of nursing service in a 
particular hospital. This organization is as reflected in 
the concepts of nursing expressed by personnel, and to sug-
gest norms which may help to stabilize this particular hosp-
ital nursing service and to call to the attention of the 
"nursing civilization" the need for a general adoption of 
such norms. 
Justification of the Problem 
This study is a response by the writer to a perceived 
need for introspection, reorientation and reorganization in 
a particular nursing service. By externalizing assent and 
dissent this study should alert the profession to a critical 
lack of philosophical and practical norms. This study may 
stimulate corrective measures within this particular hosp-
-6-
ital nursing service department and possibly in other nursing 
service departments. Its suggestions and conclusions may 
serve as a working model for standardization in one particu-
lar hospital. Because it educes typical departmental opin-
ions, this study should be useful as a guide for in-service 
educational programs. 
Scope and Limitations 
This investigation was conducted in one municipal 450 
bed hospital. The basis for participation was purely volun-
tary. Since the investigator held a position of authority in 
the organization some of the respondents verbally expressed 
fear of identification. A ques tionnaire was the tool u·s ad '- 'bo 
secure data. A total of 65 nurses from a possible 100 (65%) 
participated. Some of the questions were not answered by all 
of the participants. This fact, and this ratio, plus inher-
ent limitations ·of the questionnaire, may subtract from the 
sample responses a degree of validity, thus limiting the val-
ue of the study as a representative exposition of the actual 
situation. 
Preview of Methodology 
Cultural data for this study was procured by the quest-
ionnaire method from 50 full time professional registered 
nurses representing the nursing service organization and 15 
instructors (registered nurses) representing the school of 
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nursing. The questionnaire contained nine questions. It was 
administered to the supervisors and head nurses by the re-
searcher and to the instructors by the educational director. 
It was distributed to the staff nurses in a sealed, addressed 
envelope by the supervisors with a return date of two days. 
Completion of the questionnaire required approximately one 
hour. 
Sequence of Presentation 
Chapter II presents a review of the literature, and the 
statement of the problem. 
Chapter III contains the selection and the description 
of the sample, the tools used to collect the data and the 
procurement of the data. 
Chapter IV contains the presentation, interpretation and 
discussion of the data. 
Chapter V presents the summary, conclusions and recom-
mendations of the study. 
• 
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CHAPTER II 
'WOORETI CAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY 
Review of Literature 
An extensive review of the llterature has shown that the 
author's problem has been duplicated many times in the exper-
ience of other nursing administrators and researchers. This 
literature shows a variety of tentative solutions, all of 
which have contributed structurally to better nursing service. 
None of them, however, seem to have resolved or to any great 
ex tent explored what the author postulates to be the basic 
issue--the adjustment of the nursing service personnel. 
A perusal of the literature has revealed that the pro-
blem of nursing service adjustment has been regarded mainly 
as one of structure--adapt its structure to the exigencies of 
the moment, and you will have solved the problem - or such 
seems to have been the reasoning of the majority of investig-
ators. Yet, with notable exceptions, they seem to have over-
looked the factor of human personality which activates the 
structure - the nurses who must translate the structural 
schematic into terms of effective patient care. 
The following "Review of the Literaturen is not intended 
. . 
to deprecate the commendable contributions of other research-
ers. It is intended as a tribute to the profession "':·· ~ ·~ ·keren 
awareness of its responsibilities to society, to provide doc-
umentary justification for a new approach, and most of all to 
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further validate the time-honored maxim of all research, that 
progress is the product of many minds and diverse viewpoints, 
which, cumulatively, provide the insight for valid general-
iza tions. 
In order that the reader may appreciate the validity of 
the author's conception of nursing service as a society, the 
following sociological and anthropological data of a general 
nature are put f orward in its support. The generalizations 
set forth in the authority subsequently cited have been ap-
plied to the nursing service group as it exists as a 11 culture 
and a 11 societyn in its own right. 
The terms folk, folk society, folk culture, and folk re-
gional society will be used to indicate the basic, elemental, 
definitive level of the nurse society. The folk (nurse) is 
characterized as the universal societal constant in a world 
of variables, since folk (nurses) are basic to all cultures 
(nurse cultures.) This would seem to be the problem voiced by 
Margaret Gillin when she says "All nursing service standards 
have to be adjusted to fit the needs of a particular nursing 
service because of the variables which make one situation di 
ferent from all other situations no matter how similar they 
may be. 111 The author believes that Miss Gillin had in mind 
11 structural11 standards which may have to vary with the ind-
ividual nursing service situation. But, if one keeps in mind 
1 Gillin, Margaret, ''Your Staffing Situation is Different. 11 
The American Journal of Nursing, 52:1358, November 1952 
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the"universal societal constant" noted above, and bases stand 
ards upon nursing service perso~el (folk) rather than on 
structure alone, a more workable type of standardization may 
emerge. The 11folk culture" {nurse cultul .. e) is characterized 
by close adherence to the primary institutions and like-mind-
edness . The "folk regional society" (nursing service organ-
ization in a particular hospital) i~ the generic term des-
cribing the "folk" {nurse) culture in hospital setting • 
. 
Culture is the sum total of the characteristics of a so-
ciety {nursing society in a given hospital.) In contradis-
tinction the concept "civilization'' {total nursing society) 
' is used to connote the more advanced stage of culture as re-
fleeted in modern society as a contrast to early culture. 
Technicways are modes of human behavior resulting from tech-
nology . Folkways are habits of the individual and customs of 
the group, which arise over long periods of time to meet the 
needs of human beings for continuing adjustment and survival. 
The Institution (nursing service, thehospital) is a sanction-
ed organization providing practical arrangements to enfo:r•ce 
the judgments of the "mores" {matured folkways receiving con-
tinued approval from the so~iety), as to what is ''best", true 
and wise. 2 
The precipitate pace of modern civilization does not 
allow for the formation of mores and folkways. Social change 
2 Odum, H. , Undel•standing Sociology pp. 13-15 
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proceeds at a rate which negates folkways and mores.3 In the 
hospital, the technicways are changing at a rate which is too 
fast for the folkways and mores of the nursing culture to ad-
ap t to without lagging and in the author's opinion it is this 
lag which is the root of the problem. 
The author sees nursing as a ''society" and a "culture" 
involved, as is the larger society of which it is a part, in 
the rending conflict between revered tradition and the s t rid-
ent clamor for change in order that it may survive. It would 
·seem particularly apt to apply the term "folkways'' to nursing 
I 
tradition, because thereby the par allel between nursing and 
society in general becomes more forceful. Just as national 
or ethnic groups cling to their native language, traditions, 
customs and cnstumes in an alien environment, so do nurses 
instinctively and protectively cling to the traditions and 
the professional viewpoints which have been hallowed by gen-
erations of nurses. These trad:i.tions and viewpoints have 
come, by time and devout observance, to be the 11Lares" and 
. . 
the 11!'Jenates" of our nursing societ y, and like all household 
gods, they are not lightly discarded. 
This is one reason why the author feels that to adjust 
nursing service to a rapidly changing social order, outmoded 
traditions must be handled reverently and set aside with hon-
or. The only ones who can do this without "sacrilege'' will 
be the "folk" nurses who compose the ''cul ture 1', which we con-
3 Ibid: p.364 
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sider here to be the individual member•s of t he nur•sing pro-
fession. 
Three historical events have changed the form of the 
h.ospi tal_, its con tri but ion to socie t y and the car·e of' the 
patient. These were the strengthening of medicine by scient-
ific research_, beginning in the seventeenth century; the 
trend toward preventive medicine, originating with Jenner in 
the eighteenth century; the abolition of 11hospi talism 11 and 
' ' the a vailabili. ty of hospitals to patients of all social and 
economical levels_, begun in the nineteenth century.4 
The changes germinated in these remote historical events 
have sired the perp&exing problems which gradually, over the 
years_, have come to confront the profession. Modern scient-
ific advances have made imperative greater knowledge and 
wider skills_, more and better formal teaching.5 Preventive 
medicine has evolved into the credo, not merely the aspira-
tion, of modern doctors. The shift from home to hosF.t ta l 
care _, af t er establisb.ing the now tradj_ tional concept of "bed-
side " nursing" has superimposed upon this the newer idea of 
the nur•se as a organizer, teacher, supervisor and administra-
tor· in the actual nur·sing situation .6 
4 Faxon, N., Th.e Hospital in Contemporary Life. pp. 1, 63-64. 
5 Saunders, L~, _ "Permanence and Change._,'' --~American 
Journal of Nursing. 58:135, June 1958 1 
6 Hughes_, E.,Huglli.f{$i;.DH .. , and Deutscher_, D., Twent.x Thousand 
Nurses Tell Their Story. p 135. 
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In an attempt to satisfy society's needs., the profession 
itself has increased its responsibilities., raised its educa-
tional standards and encouraged nurses to regard their pro-
fession in a more comprehensive light. It has instituted 
sweeping structural changes., in the concept of the "adminis-
' trative climate" of the nursing department., the role and 
functions of the nurse., the definition of nursing care., as 
well as in the standard of practice, the method of patient 
assignment upon admission to the hospital and the method of 
personnel assignment. That in so doing it has lost sight of 
the sociological impact of these changes is evident from the 
expressedly negative or hostile attitudes of representative 
samplings of nurse-opinion. "There are too many conflicting 
demands, too much paper work and not time for patient care."7 
' The patients report that 11 they find a stream of personnel who 
do something for or to them, but rarely with them."8 "The 
law of making the individual feel that he belongs to someone 
or something and has a definite place has been ignored."9 
From the wealth of testimony at hand, of which the above 
is but a suggestion., it is evident that structural change 
must be oriented to the nurse and the patient, who are exec-
7Graha.m, Margaret, "Theye Are Too Many Conflicting Demands.," 
The American Journal . Of Nursing 4.7:76. February 1947. 
~ II . Brown, Esther .. Lucile~ ... '!he .. Social . Sciences and Improve-
Ment of Pat ient. Care. 1 The American Journal of Nursing, 
56:1148, September 1956. 
9Manfreda., Marguerite, ''Money Isn't Everything. 11 The Amer:-
ican Journal of Nursing, 47:8o, February 1947 • . 
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utor and recipient of its mandates. There is an obvious need 
for a value reorientation or a re-evaluation from the nurses 
themselves in terms of qualitative and quantitive care. 
Tentative solutions to the problem of how to adjust to 
these structural changes which have been proposed by other re 
search individuals and groups are briefly mentioned in the 
following pages. These solutions will give some index to the 
really broad scope of the research in structural nursing ser-
vice and suggest an awakening to the problem of personnel as 
a crucial factor in structural adjustment. 
Brown, in 1948, advocated decentralized management and 
the substitution of co-operative team relationships for trad-
itional authoritarianism. She also urged the differentiation 
of nursing service according to nursing function and an emph-
as i s upon the function of the nurse rather than the nurse 
self .10 These two themes planted t he seed for structural 
changes of great magnitude. 
In the field of nursing service organization and decent-
ralized management the Hospital Nursing Service Manual, pub-
lished in 1950, stresses the basic conditions necessary to a 
good nursing service organization -- administration, organ-
ization, personnel, facilities and support.~l 
10Brown, E., Nursing For The Fut ure. pp. 46-4o, 57-58. 
llNational League of Nursing Education, Hospital Nurs ing Ser-
~ Manual, p. 1 . 
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Finer, in his study of the nursing service department 
from an administrat ive viewpoint, reveals the need for sound 
knowledge of administration and the social sciences for ef-
ficien t pa tient care. He says, 11Administrationis ••••• the 
understanding of hierarchy and discipline in an organiza tion 
in which purpose and not one 1 s own enjoyment is the first 
commandj the understanding of staff consulta t ion and the 
part which the democratic principle plays in it." 12 
A Program Guide for Nursing Service comes even closer 
to the point by saying that ''Management is people-centered", 
and that eff ectiveness results in an administrative climate 
in which "individuals utilize their full capacitie s and are 
mer ged into the group activity ••• not submerged by it." 1; 
These and numerous other publications express the trend 
toward scrutinizing the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
nursing service organization and offer proposals for ameol-
ioration. Brown's second theme, that of an emphasis upon 
the function of the nurse, rather than the nurse herself, 
took direction in a variety of ways and resulted in specific 
functional studies, a few of which are cited below. 
The Harper Hospital Study showed that many procedures 
and practices now performed by professional nurses could be 
12Finer, Herman, "Preparation for Administration of Nursing 
Service:;~." The American Journal of Nursing, 51:701 - 703, 
December, .1951. · 
13Hauge, Cecelia H., A Program Guide For Nursing Service. 
pp. 111-112. -
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safely allocated to non-professional personnel ~. and to other 
departments of the hospital. 14 The findings of this study 
were corroborated by those of the University of Pittsburg: 
Nursing Study, which in addition provided the basic statis-
tical data essential to a staffing pattern. 15 Another study 
of significance is that of the Effect of Nurse Staffing on 
Sa tisfactions wi th Nursing Care. This study reveals the 
effect of nursing hours on dissatisfaction with nursing ser-
vices and suggests with reservation "the ideal staffing pat-
" 16 Th ' tern • •••• ese and similar studies give the weight of 
e xperiment to the reality of the newly enlarged , concept of 
nursing as a function not only of professionals but also of 
pra ctical nurses and auxiliaries. 
Literature which significantly and specifically altered 
traditional concepts of the nurse's function was the 11Funct-
ions, Standards and ~ualifications" in which the American 
Nurses Association redefined the concepts expressed in its 
title.17 Its counterpart for practical nurses was assembled 
in conjunction with the National Federation of Licensed Prac-
tical Nurses~l8 These publications have altered appreciably 
14wright, M. Improvement of Patient Care: A Study of Harper 
Hospital. . pp. 1-226. 
15George, F., Kuehn, R., Patterns of Patient ~' pp, 1-266. 
16Abdellah, F.:, Levine, E., Effect of -Nurse Staffing .f!!.. Sat-
i s f a ctions With. Nur,sing Gar_!l, pp .1-82. 
17 .American Nurses 1 Association, ''Functions, Standards and 
9._u.alifications For· Practice" . pp. 8-13, July l959 · --
18 , "Statement ofFunctions of The Licensed Practical 
Nurse11 Th~ American Journal of Nurslt:ng 57:459-60, April 1957 
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the traditional idea of the nurse as a direct bedside agent 
to t he indirect management of a team of personnel under h er 
authority. 
The idea of the nurse as a manager of the team i s pre-
sented by Lambertson, who regards the nurse-practioner as one 
"who is responsible for the comprehensive program of nurs ing 
' 
,are-- not as one who performs all the tasks associated with 
it." 19 
Lambertsen also expresses the unique function of the 
modern profes~ional nurse in saying that she diagnoses the 
nursing problem, decides upon a course of nursing action for· 
solving the problem, develops in cooperation with other team 
members a satisfactory plan of nursing care, directs the pro-
gram t oward optimum goals, and evaluates the nursing care 
program continuously as it relates to patient progress and 
nursing practice. 20 
Thi s inevitable r edefinition of the nurse 1s f unction 
leads to a redefi nition of nursing care. Traditionally and 
to many of t he present-day nurse practitioners the nurse's 
ima ge of ''rea111 nursing was and is the bedside care of the 
pa t ient, '' tender loving care" of de;genden.,t patient s.21 Since 
she is now admittedly a manager concerned '\vi th planning and 
19 Lembertsen, E., Education For Nursing Leadership, p. 190. 
20Ibid: pp. 77-78. 
21Benne, K., Bennis, E., 1'Wha t is Real Nur sing" The .Amer:Lcan 
Journal of Nursing. 59:},$0-1, March 1959. 
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control, the modern nurse must of necessity understand the 
na t ure of "comprehensive nursing care" so as to determine 
whether or not her subordinates are fulfilling their respon-
sibilities. Such an understanding is contingent upon the 
existence of a basic standard or criterion for evaluation. 
The meaning of the term "comprehensive care" has been 
broadened to include much more than the traditional attitud-
es and approaches to nursing. The Joint Commission in 1953 
recommended that 11 Comprehen::.d ve nursing should be de signed 
' to provide physical and emotional care for the patient, care 
of his immediate environment, carr ying out the treatment pre-
scribed by the physicianj teaching the patient and his family 
the essentials of nur·sing that they must render; giving gen-
eral health instruction and supervising auxiliary workers. 11 22 
The change in the concept of ''real " nursing to that of' 
" comprehensive nursing" care has also altered its standard of 
' 
evaluation. The standard for nursing care must not only in-
clude physical care, treatment, emo:t ional suppor't and spirit-
ual needs but also must provide for rehabilitation and total 
health needs of the patient, his family and community. 
Shafer attempts a bas:i.s for such standardization when 
she says "Good nursing care is practiced if good medical a nd 
' suvgical aseptic technique is practiced, patients are com-
fortable and clean, treatments and medications are adminis-
22 
, "The Joint CoiP.mission Recommends'' The American 
Journal 0f Nursing 53:309, Mar' ch 1953. · 
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tered thoughtfully and on time~ and if their physical, emot-
ional and health needs are fulfilled." 23 
Kreuter has followed this standardization trend by clas-
~1:fying nursing care as: ideal, maximum, adequate and mini..,.,. .... LU . .. 
Because she believes that most of the care given in Ameri can 
hospitals is within the two lower categories, adequate and 
minimum, she further subdistinguishes nursing care into cus-
todial, supportive and rehabilita tive . 24 
In a subsequent arti cle, Kreuter defines nursing care as 
nActing and interacting with the patient through physical and 
personal contact for his welfare and intervenin g in his be-
half between him and those stresses in the physical and so-
cial climate that impinge upon him. "25 
The foregoing material should lend insight into the de-
bate upon the basic meaning of the term J'comprehensive care 11 , 
as well as provide a more concrete sense of the problem faced 
by nursing service personnel in changing their formerly valid 
notions of what constitutes nursing care. If further evid-
ence were needed to substantiate the requirement by the pro-
fession for standardization, it can be found in the consider-
ed judgment of Finer, who recommends that attempts be made to 
formulate standards which can express observed differences in 
23shafer, M., ''Measuring Nursing ~uali ty . 11 The Modern Ho sp-
ital, 50:63-5, July 1950 . 
24Finer, H., Administration and the Nursing Service~ pp . 
188-120 . 
2~reuter, F. , "What is Good Nursing Care," Nursing Outlook 
56 .72-73 , February 1956. 
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patient care, nd which can summ~rize the differences in 
terms of differential qualities. 26 Block sustains a sim-
ilar theme when he says that a stan ard of nursing care 
should be set below which it will be consi dered unsafe for 
a hospital to operate.27 
The authorities cited here serve as pioneers in that 
they have diagnosed the symptomatic phenomena indicative of 
organic malaise beneath the surface of the nursing world. 
It remains with t hem or for those who come after them to 
find the remedy for the disorder which their insight has 
revealed. To the writer's knowledge there is as yet no 
definitive, standardized measurement for the effective 
control of nursing care. This is perhaps due to the 
possibility that the new concept of nursing care is still 
in t he evolutionary stage, still to emerge from the shadows 
and pass through the perplexities of today into the clearer 
light of some tomorrow. Perhaps nurses are not 
psychologically prepared to accept the very structural 
changes within nursing service which accentuated the whole 
problem. Whatever its present stage of evolution, it is 
a concept to be reckoned with in the drafting of the basis 
of a master staffing pattern. 
The author is cognizant of the indirect effect upon 
nursing service of the national accreditation program for 
26 Finer, H., op. cit. pp. 120-121. 
27 trol Means More Than Low ' Costs." Modern 
-73 February 1956 
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schools of nursing. She is also aware that one of t he pur-
poses of accreditation is "to stimulate progressive changes 
in nursing education that 1-rill improve nursing service and 
provide better health care.'' 28 She mentions this to fore-
sta ll the possibility of her being a ccused of incomplete cov-
erage of the literature by those who might see in the a ccred-
i t ati on of nursing education an attempt~ at the level of nur-
sing 11 ci viliza tionJ' ~ to standardize nursing service. Such an 
a ctuality would, of course~ nullify her contention that there 
is a s yet no definitive~ validated, standardized measurement 
for the effective control of nursing care. 
In respectful rebuttal to these potential critics, the 
author hastens to refer them to the wording of the above ex-
cerpt from The Accreditation Manual. The key ¥rord is impro 
"Standardization" is neither expressed :a.or implied . It is 
reasonable to assume that, had those who formulated the ace-
reditation program intended to standardize nursing education, 
and through it nursing service, they would have sa id so. But 
they spoke only of JfProgressive changes'' in nursing educati 
To change is not to standardize, but to institute 
sive changes" is to improve. 
fl progres -
This assumption is even more reasonable in the light of 
the following excerpt from the a ccreditation manual. It shows 
tha t accreditation evaluates educational units and nursing 
28Na tional Nursing Accrediting Service, Manual of Accrediting 
Educational Programs in Nursing, PP • 4. 
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programs according to their ~ standards (stated purposes) 
and their success in meetin _, these. 
"In evaluating an educational unit or program in nur-
sing, the total pattern of nursing education Within the 
unit will be considered in the light of its stated pur-
poses and the extent to which these purposes are being 
realized ••• ".29 
Despite the lack of definitive standards or even a sat-
isfactory ontological definition of "comprehens ive care", 
nursing research and nursing practice are not t he arid waste-
lands of inert perplexity which one might erroneously infer 
from the painful absence of standards and definitions. Con-
siderable practical act i vity in attempting to provide compre-
hensive care has been impelled by circumstances in the nur-
sing situation and by the conscience of the profession it-
self. These empiri cal and somewhat "t rial and error" 
ventures into the realm of the undefined and the uncompre-
hended have produced some very cogent examples of the value 
of exigency as a spur to inventi veness. Some of the more 
outstanding examples are mentioned here as pertinent to this 
thesis, and to the literature which reflects its theme. 
One such approach to the problem has been in the method 
of personnel assignment. The overall approach practiced in 
the total nursing society is subdivided into three methods: 
the patient, the functional and the team. The patient meth-
od fosters a closer nurse-patient relationship and the "indi-
vidualized" care. It seems to be the method which correlates 
29 Ibid. P• 4. 
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with the traditional concept of "real" nursing and fosters 
. . 
bedside care of the patient by t he nurse. The functional 
. . 
method utilizes to greater advantage scarce equipment and 
helps situations in which staffing is limited although it 
does hot provide "personalized" care. This method is the 
. 
type of arrangement whereby each nurse and/ or an ancillary 
worker is responsible for specific functions and duties for 
all the patients. The patient re~eives care from a nLunber 
and variety of people . This method seems to be the structur-
al adaptation to shortages and may well be the catalyst which 
started the trend toward recognizing patients and personnel 
as crutial factors in structural adjustments. The team meth-
od is a modification of the patient method. This method 
utilizes both nurses and non-professional personnel. A pro-
fessional nurse as leader· of a team composed of ancillary 
workers (student nurses, practical nurses, practical nurse 
students may be added) is responsible for the nursing care of 
a group of patients.30 Lambertsen states that ,.This method 
1 
seems to be the best means available to organize hospital 
nursing service personnel for achieving the most effective 
patient care. 113l __ Thus we have the evolution of the method 
of personnel assignment from traditional nurse-patient rela-
3°nepartment of Hospital Nursing, The Head Nurse At~~ 
pp. 6-7. 
31Lambertsen, E., Nursing Team prganization and FE}lctioning . 
p.89. 
1J 
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tionship to transitional (functional adaptation) to one which 
meets present day concepts of efficiency and effectiveness • 
.Another noteworthy solution to the problem lies in the 
utilization of existing hospital facilities. Experimentation 
with the "recovery room'' in the early nineteen forties was an 
' 
attempt to solve the nursing shortage as it affected post-op-
erative anesthesia patients. The recovery room provided the 
concentration of nursing care and emergency appara t us so nee-
essary for patient s in the post-anesthesia period. So vrell 
ha s this unit fulfilled its objective that today i t is found 
almost universally in h.ospitals.32 
Even more significant than the reality of t he recovery 
room i t self has been the trend 'tvhich it began. The initial 
concept of the recovery room has resulted in other special 
care units - sucb. as the minima l care uni t 33 found in some 
ho spi t a ls and the intense care unit in others.34 One hospit-
a l ha s structured its entire organization on the concept of 
"Progressive Care": ~1inimal care_, i ntermediate eare and int-
ense care. Of these units, Thoms says "These divisions rep-
. 
resent broad. a.reas of patient care, but in practice they 
- 32Pfizer Spectrum, "The Recovery Room, pp. 1-2. 
33sho:r•tcliffe, Erne3t C.;, B:r;>ackett, Mary E., A Minimal 
Care Unit For the Short-Term Pa tien.t ", Hos,Ei tals, 55:77-9 
November 1955. . . · · 
34Beardsley, J., Murray, J., Bowen, Robert J., Capalbo, 
Carmine J., "centralized Treatment ;for Seriously Ill Surgi-
cal Patients'~, Journal American Medical Associa.tionJ 162-5~-4 
-47. October .6, 1956. · 
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shade into one another and form a continuum of care based on 
medical needs. The patient may enter at any zone and pro-
gress according to his medical needs in any direction. ''35 
' Thus, a pattern v·'as evolved which utilizes existing fa.cili ties 
to provide effective and efficient care by focusing upon a 
pa t i ent 's needs and not on his medical diagnosis.- This is a 
structural adaptation for the patient . 
In the 11Review of the Li terature 11 the author has presen-
. ' 
ted what she believes is authoritative and voluminous evid-
ence that nursing service is in t he throes of tremendous 
changes, and has tx•ied to do something towar·d adjusting nur-
sing service to the changes; t ha t measures to date have con-
centrated upon adapting the structure but not t he personnel 
to the modern demands upon nursing service. She has also 
presented equally welghty evidence that research is just be-
ginning to shed light on the problem of adjusting nursing 
personnel as a society, to the structure of its organiza tion-
al medium . In mentioning the tentative solutions to the pro-
blems of standardization and the na t ure and practice of com-
prehensive care, she has remarked on their inadequacy, due to 
thevery newness of the concepts themselves. 
This "Revie1.J" of the Litera ture 11 is a category of begin-
nings , of gropings or shrewed guesses by those bes t qual ifi -
ed to guess correctly. Far from discouragement at the shad-
~5 II 
, ___ , Report on Progressive Care-- I t \>forks ." fv'lodern 
Hospi t al; 58:73-4 . 
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ow~ and the blurred outlines of t he picture, the author sees 
i n these rudimentary inves t igations and speculations an ul ti -
mate s olution, which. will surely germinate from them, just as 
t he present problems of nursing service began 'Yli th t hose 
three historic even t s which started it all. 
The investigator has made many attempts to develop a. 
master s t affing pattern for Hospita l X and has failed in her· 
attempts. Formal and informal discussions with her co-work 
ers, that is, the ''folk of the regional folk society", were 
indicative of divergent viewpoint s. Some of the nurses ve-
hemently expressed traditional concepts as found in the "folk 
society" and ot hers "technicways" as found in t he nursing 
11 civili~ation 11 • Introspection by the author seemed to imply 
that the problem was two-fold, that of s truc ture and tha. t of 
value ori ent ation of its individual members.. Reorganiza t i on 
t hen could take direction in two ways~ One would be to de-
velop the basis of a staffing pattern which would be a blend 
of the "'folkways" and the '' t echni ways". The other 1vould be 
t o design the formal struct ure upon the concepts set for t h by 
''techniways " and then determine the amoun t of "cultural lag'' 
present in the 11folk regional society ''. A systematic obser-
vation of similarities and differences be t ween the ''folkways 11 
(habits of the individual. and "cus toms " of the group v.rhi ch 
ar·ise over long periods of tim~ ) and the 1' t echniways " (mode s 
of human behavior re::ml ting fr om technology) a,s expressed by 
the "folk '' (nurses, individually and collectively) in t h e 
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"folk regional society" (a particular nursing service organ-
ization) might provide a clue to the solution of the perplex-
ing and challenging problem of structure and a clue to the 
ameliorative measures necessary in value orientation for ad-
justment and survival. Qr> in other words, provide the design 
for the basis an efficient and effective master staffing pat-
tern. 
The author chose the latter approach on the supposition 
th.a t 11 folk 11 (nurses individually and collectively) in the 
"folk . regi~nal society" (a particular nursing service organ-
' . 
ization) who are bo t h the recipients and the executors of the 
"folkWays 11 (traditions) . and the "technicvrays" (modes of be-
. . . 
havior resulting from technology) can integrate the "technic-
ways" in t o t he "folkways" and develop through coopera t ive ar-
rangements a unified society (nursing organization) and a 
cultural pa t tern(basis for a \master staffing pattern) whicb. 
is bo t h effieient and effective. 
Sta t ement of the Problem 
The problem of this study is to estimate the degre e of' 
organization or disorganization of nursing service in a part-
icular hospital. This organization is as ref'lected in the 
concepts of' nursing expresse~ by personnel, and to suggest 
norms whi ch may help to stabilize this particular hospital 
nur sing service and to call to the attention of' the nursing 
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11 civilization 11 the need for a genera,l adoption of such norms . 
More specifi cally~ this research was designed to discov-
er whether there existed in the concepts of nurs ing expres sed 
b y personnel demons t rable cul tur·al lag.~ in the form of lack 
of acceptance of the most modern concepts of nursing~ in t he 
areas of t he definition of nur·s ing care" the s t andar·d.s of 
nursing care~ the method of personnel assignment ~ and the 
me t hod of patient assignment . 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
Selection and Description £f ~ Sample 
Cultural data -for this study-were procured by the 
questionnaire method from fifty full-time professional reg-
istered nurses representing the nursing service organization 
and fifteen instructors (registered nurses) representing the 
school of nursing in a 450-bed municipal hospital. This ins-
titution is a teaching and research establishment providing 
clinical facilities for the education of medical interns and 
residents, laboratory technicians and dietary aides, affil-
iate students of practical nursing and students of profession 
al nursing enrolled in the three year diploma program of its 
school of nursing. 
The primary purpose and function (work) of this nursing 
service (society) ' is ' to provide nursing care. The department 
. ' 
and its personnel in this hospital are influenced to begin 
with by the complicated system which controls the hospital-
municipal fiscal and administrative policies; policies and 
attitudes of the medical staff in general; policies, needs 
and demands of other hospital departments; also by policies 
of both the hospital school of nursing itself, and those of 
its practical nursing affiliates; State Civil Service rules 
and regulations as they apply to ancillary personnel and 
'II 
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lastly 1 by State and C1ty Retirement 'Rules and Regulations. 
Subtler and largely unevaluated influences are at work 
within the department of nursing service itself. These are: 
1. The formal, hierarchial structure of authority and 
organization through which the department provides 
nursing care {accomplishes its work). 
2. Informal organi zations (cliques) which oftenresist 
the hierarchyof authority and organization in order 
to "protect'' the workers against it. 
3· Dis~imilarities among the nurse "folk11 themselves. 
These differences exert powerful and often conflict-
ing influences on the nurse "folk". Some of them 
are differences in: 
a. Education (basic diploma through post-baccal-
aureate) 
b. Social mobility; some are ''natural folk" 1 being 
graduates of this particular hospital school and 
exemplars of its "natural culture"; some are 
graduates of this particular hospital school 
whose value orientations have been altered by 
collegiate or university programs 1 and some are 
immigrants (nurses educated in other hospitals 
and instructors from the school of nursing and 
the affiliating schools of practical nursing.) 
c. The age-factor (21-62; with its associated var-
iations in value orientation based on experience 
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and environment.) 
Among these folk there are also differences of sex, 
of physical, psychological and. cultural make-up. 
Among them there are differences of race and nation-
ality, differences resulting from physical and men-
tal handicaps, and differences in e conomic status. 
Equally important are the structural changes which are 
evolving, mergi ng and being assimilated willingly or reluct-
antly into the total nursing society . The review of the l it-
erature has highlighted four structural changes, those relat-
ed to the definition of nursing care, the standards (gradat~ 
ions) of nursing care, the method of patient assignment upon 
admi ssion t o the h*spital and the method of personnel assign-
ment. The literature has also attempted to show that within 
these changes there are a varie ty of patterns to choose from 
and that the choices are made by the nurse practitioner as 
the result of her ''cultur 1 11 conditioning and value orient-
ation. The purpose of this sample is to determine statis -
tically the extent to which the psychological shifts (values 
of the folk) have accompanied structural shifts. The author 
has attempted to study the phenomenon by means of a question-
naire. The persons selected were all nurses, but they were 
categorized in their formal functional role of supervisors, 
head nurses, st.aff nurses and instructors i n the school of 
nursing. These four groups are an example of the nurse 
11 folk 11 in a ''folk regional society'', a particular nursing 
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service organization . 
Thus, the nursing service "society" under discussion is 
. 
composed of widely divergent psychological elements subject 
to the pressures of external and internal influences. These 
elements are personified in a variety of nursing "folkn whose 
somewhat "Herculean" function is to provide nursing care for 
. . 
patients of societal and cultural backgrounds even more var-
ied than t heir own. 
~ Tool ~ .!.£ Collect ~ 
A questionnaire was constructed by the writer which in-
cluded the four "nursing folic" opinion areas she perceived to 
be the structural basis for the formulatien of a master sta:t'-
fing pattern: {1) The definition of nursing care; (2) gr& 
dations or standards of practice; (3) the method of person-
nel assignment and (4) the method of patient assignment upon 
admission t o the hospital . The questions and statements were 
representative of the structural changes as they evolved in 
these four areas from the "folkways " (traditions ) to the nur-
sing "civilization" {total nurse so~iety.) 1 
' The questionna ire consisted of three parts . Part I was 
designed to determine the individual's conce~t of nursing 
care and a method of patient assignment upon admission to the 
hospital; Part li was constructed to appraise the quali ty of 
patient~ given and the care goal sought by the nurse; 
Part III was to determine the method of personnel assignment 
l Appendix 
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practiced and the method desired. An item was also included 
to retest the nurse ~ s concept or nursing care. 
The questionnaire was pre-tested on the "peer'' group of 
the researcher and faculty members at Boston University. A 
minimum of changes were made. 
Procurement of Data 
The questionnaire in its final form was administered to 
the Nursing service staff by the researcher and to the in-
structors by the educational director. The purpose and con-
tent was explained by the writer to the supervisors and the 
head nurses at one or their respective monthly meetings. All 
were invited to participate in answering the questionnaire. 
All the supervisors present with the exception of one part-
icipated (15 out of a possible 17). All the head hurses pre-
sent at their monthly meeting participated ( 20 out of 26). 
Because it was impossible to assemble the full-time staff 
nurses concerned with direct patient care, the questionnaire 
was distributed to them in sealed envelopes by the day, eve-
ning, and night supervisors with a return due date of two 
days to the Director of Nursing Office. (There were 15 re-
turns from a possible number o.r 4o). All instructors present 
at their monthly meeting answered the questionnaire (15 out 
of 17). 
The time span involved in testing the four groups was 
four weeks. Completion of the questionnaire by the partici-
pants required approximately one hour. The data wa s a na l yzed 
from the total scores of the raw d.ata rather than i n the 
hierarchial categories. 
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Chapter IV 
FINDINGS 
Presentation, Discussion and Inter;pretati..Qn of Data 
The data vlill be presented, discussed and interpreted in 
four parts. Part I is concerned with. ·nursing care: Part II 
with its standard of practice; Part III with the method of 
personnel assignment; and Part IV with the method of patient 
assigp...ment upon admission to t he hospital. 
Part I: Nursing Care 
Regardless of the different branches in which. a register 
ed nurse may specialize, she was first a student in a nursing 
school and was dependent upon the patient for the dynamic 
founda t ion of her career as a nurse. She developed her pot-
ent ial abili t y, skills, understandings and increased her 
knowledge by giving nursing care to the patient. If she has 
been taught a pattern of nursing care which was synchronized 
with current definitions and t hen in post-graduate practice 
meets with pa t terns of patient care incongruous wi t h or vary-
ing from her undergraduate conceptualizations, the result may 
well be a nurse practi t ioner who feels inadequate, frustra t ed 
and anxious. The product may be a nurse practitioner· who is 
in constant conflict with herself and her environment in the 
face of the present aim of nursing education, which is to de-
velop a nurse who is "psychologically effective 11 (knows 1-Tha t 
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to do~ expect and anticipate). 1 
Because there is apparently no general standardized def-
inition of nursing care in the literature the author const-
ructed the following definition. base~ on the recommendation 
of the Joint Commission as an operative research standard and 
as the criterion upon which the findings were determined. 
Operative Research Definition of Comprehensive Nursing Care 
Nursing care of the patient is his medically prescribed 
regimen of physical care, treatment~ and emotional 
support, amplified by attention to his environmental~ 
spiritual, rehabilitative and total health needs as 
they extend to his family and community.2 
The attributes of nursing care are: physical care, 
trea t ment, emotional support, environmental needs, 
spiritual needs, rehabilitative needs and health 
needs. 
The objective of this part of the study was to determine 
if t here is in this particular nursing 11folk regional society' 
an identifiable predominant concept of nursing care, and to 
compare this concept with the research definition of compre-
hensive nursing care. 
For this purpose the author used the principle of the 
unstructured stimulus situation: 
11
'I'he more uns true tured the stimulus s i tua ti on the 
greater the relative contribution of internal factors 
in the frame of reference. As stimulus situations be-
come more unstructured, the relative contribution of 
internal factors (motives, emotions, attitudes, ident-
ifications of the person, other products of past learn-
ing) to ~re ensuing psychological structure becomes 
greater • ./ 3 
lcantor, N., The Learning Process for Managers. p. 78 
2"The Joint Commission Recommends" op. cit. p. 309. 
3Sherif, M., Sherif, C.,An Outline of Social Ps p.82. 
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The raw data was gathered from three questions: 
1. How would you~ as a nurse~ define nursing care ex-
plicitly and comprehensively? 
2. vfuat are you doing? 
Mr. Jones was admitted today with a diagnosis of 
cancer of the colon. He is scheduled for a colos-
tomy tomorrow morning at 9:00A.M. Please write 
briefly and specifically the kind of care you are 
able to give him~ pre-operatively, and in his con-
valescent period at this time. 
3. What would you like to d o? 
What kind of care would you like to be able to give 
him? ( Please be specific)). 
Table I presents the attributes of nursing care mention-
ed by respondents in r eply to t he request that they define 
nursing ,eare explicitly and comprehensively. 
Pos i tion 
of 
Respondent 
Instructors 
Supervisors 
Head Nurses 
TABLE 1. 
ATTRIBUTES OF COMPREHENSIVE NURSING CARE 
MENTIONED BY RESPONDENTS 
No .of A T T R I B U T E S Nebu-
Respo Phy. Tr't Emot. N e e d e lous 
nses Care ment Sup t Env Spi Reh He a Resp 
iro rit abi lth onse 
15 12 ~ 11 1 7 3 2 1 ...; 
15 10 6 10 10 7 2 1 0 
20 18 18 14 1 8 0 1 0 
Staff Nurses 15 11 10 10 0 2 1 2 3 
Total 65 51 39 45 12 24 6 6 4 
(Percent) 100 78 60 69 18 37 9 9 6 
No 
Ans. 
2 
5 
2 
1 
10 
16 
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Ta le 2 presents the attributes of nursing care mention-
ed in reply to the question about the care they practice and 
Table 3 about the care they would like to give. 
TABLE 2 
ATTRIBUTES OF COMPREHENSIVE NURSIN v CARE MENTIONED BY 
RESPONDENTS IN DESCRIBING NURSING CARE PRACTICED 
sit ion 
of 
iResnondent 
Instructors 
Supervisors 
Head Nurses 
Staff Nurses 
Total 
(Percent ) 
65 • 100% 
A T T R I B U T E S Nebu· 
NG>.of N ! e s lous 
Res- Phy Tr't Emot ,Env S~~ Reh Hea Resp No 
ponses C~re,ment ~uot.iro rit a_'Q_j,~t_honseiAns. 
15 
15 
20 
15 
100 
9 9 6 4 5 5 4 
15 15 9 1 2 
17 17 12 (J ~ 4 
3 4 
0 6 
10 . 1 10 2 2 1 1 
51 52 37 7 13 9 15 
78 80 57 11 20 14 23 
TABLE 3 
3 3 
0 
2 
0 
1 
1 3 
6 7 
9 11 
ATTRIBUTES OF NURSING CARE MENTIONED BY RESPONDENTS IN 
DESCRIBING NURSING CARE DESIRED 65 : 100% 
A T T R I B U T E S N e bu-
No.of N ~ e j s lous Position 
of 
Resnonrtent 
Res- !~hy Tr't Emot ,Env Spi Reh fHe, [Reap No 
Ponses iCare ment ISupt ,iro nt abi !1th onse Ans 
!Instructors 
iSupervisors 
aead Nurses 
!Staff Nurses 
Total 
(Percent) 
15 
15 
20 
15 
100 
10 10 10 5 3 6 7 
13 13 13 4 0 7 7 
14 14 14 ~ 2 4 7 
10 10 10 2 2 1 2 
47 47 47 13 7 18 23 
72 72 72 20 11 28 35 
2 3 
0 2 
2 4 
2 3 
6 lr: 112 
9 ll9 
.. 
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The finding from all three questions about nursing care 
indicate that the majority of the ~folk" in this particular 
11 folk regional society" identify physic~l care, treatment 
. ' 
and emotional support as the attributes of nursing care. 
This is the kind of nursing care they are pract icing and this 
is the kind they desire to praetice. There is a minority of 
the 11folkn, however, who are in accord with the otherst def-
inition of nursing care. They are practicing and desire to 
practice "comprehensive nursing care". 
Some . of the 11folk 11 defined nursing care as "Meeting the 
needs of patients 1i; ''gi~ing care to the best of your ability"; 
overall care of patients 1 needs";"quality and quantity of 
care given to do the patient the most good 11 • These and sim-
ilar definitions were considered by the author as nebulous. 
There is a notable d~ference in percent between nursing 
care practiced and desired in the attributes of environmental 
religious, rehabilitative and health needs. Eleven per~ent 
of the 11 folk 11 state they are including environmental needs in 
contrast to twenty per cent, who state they would like to in-
elude this need. Twenty per cent state that they are includ-
ing religious need in contrast to eleven per cent who feel 
religious need is a desireable attribute of nursing care. 
Fourteen per cent state they are including rehabilitative 
needs in contrast to twenty-eight per cent who state they 
would like to include rehabilitative needs in nursing care 
practice. Twenty-three per cent state they include health 
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needs in practice in contrast to thirty-five per cent who 
would like to include this attribute in the practice of nur-
sing care. I' Fifteen per cent of the resondents did not ans-
" 
wer the three questions. 
Part II. Standards of Nursing Care 
If the role of the nurse in contemporary so-
ciety is that of an organizer, teacher, supervisor 
and administrator of nur;s ing care, she must under-
stand t he nature and sc ope of her responsibilities, 
and also t he policies and limitations v.ri thin "t-Thich 
she must work in o!i!der to fulfill her obligations. 
These understandings are possible only if she has 
a suitable evaluative standard by which to measure 
her performance and the performance of those whom 
she supervises. 
Because in the litera tur·e there is apparently 
no generally ack:novrledged standard of practice nor 
an evaluative measurement, the author defined 
three categories of nursing care; minj_mum, ad-
equate and optimum, as evaluative measurements for 
pel~formance, The categories of minimum and ad-
equa t e nursing care were constructed from t he con-
cepts postulated by Kreuter, 4 and the category of 
optimum from the operational research definition 
4Finer , H., op cit., pp.llB-121. 
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of 11 comprehensive nursing care". 
Definitions of the Operative Research Stanqards_Qf 
of Nursing Care Practice: 
Minimum Nursing Care: Is the least quantity of atten-
tion and treatment necessary to maintain the patient rs 
comfort, safety, and prevalent condition. 
The patient adapts to the establ ished routines of the 
hospital. He receives the treatment and medication 
prescribed by the physician in a safe and clean envir-
onment. He ver balizes his needs and these are grat-
ified by the nursing personnel. 
Adequate Nursing Care: Is a quantity of attention and 
treatment sufficient to arrest the symptoms indicated 
in the diagnosis and to promote health. 
The patient is recognized as an individual personality 
and the nursing personnel help him to adjust to his 
condition and environment. Routines, treatments and 
medications are carefully explained to the patient and 
adjustments are made whenever necessary. The nursing 
personnel are aware that the patient has many needs 
which may be physical, emotional, spiritual or environ-
mental in nature and attempt to meet these needs. 
Optimum Nursing Care: Is the quantity of attention 
and treatment wider in scope and of superior degree 
concentrating not only on the complete recovery of the 
patient but also on his psychological preparation for 
post-convalescent life. 
The patient 1 s needs are anticipated by the nursing per-
sonne l and a therapeutic plan is desi~1ed for the ind-
ividual patient which includes physical car·e, treat-
ment, emotional suppor-t, environmental needs, spirit-
ual guidance, health instruction and an attempt at re-
habilitation so that the patient returns home with re-
ne1.;ed confidence in himself and is willing to adjust 
his living to his physical abilities. 
The purpose of this part of the paper was to de t ermine 
from the 11folk 11 of this particu3.ar nursing "folk regional so-
ciety11 th~ sta~dards of nursing care they felt were pract-
iced in this particular society and to identify what the 
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"folk desired as a standard of performance_, using a s the 
criterion of measurement the three operational research cat -
egories of nursing care practice. 
To elicite opinions for this part of the study the author 
listed the three operational resea rch categories of nursing 
practice as gradations and the respondents were asked to 
check i n one column the kind of care the majority of patients 
were receiving from the nursing staff and in the second col-
umn the kind of care_, she_, the respondent_, would l ike the 
nursing staff to give. 
Table 4 presents the replies regarding the standard of 
nursing care practice and Table 5 presents the care desired. 
Table lj. 
STANDARDS OF NURSING CARE PRACTICED 
65 :: 100% 
Position of No . of GRADATIONS PRACTICED 
Respon- !vli ni Adeq Opti Min ·. Min. Min. No 
Respondent mum uate mum Ade Opt. Ade. Ans. 
Opt. 
Instructors 15 7 5 0 2 0 0 l 
Supervi s ors 15 ll 0 0 l l l 1 
Read Nurses 20 5 7 0 5 0 3 0 
' Staff Nurses 15 5 4 0 ~ 1 2 0 ./ 
Totals 65 28 16 0 11 2 6 2 
(Per cent) 100 43 25 0 17 3 9 3 
- ·· -- - - ~-~- --- -
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TABLE 5 
STANDARDS OF NURSING CARE DESIRED 
65 - 100% 
Position of No. of GRADATIONS DESIRED 
Respondents Respondents Minimum Adequate Optimum No Ans. 
Instructors 15 0 3 11 1 
Supervisors 15 -¢ 1 14 0 
Head Nurses 20 0 0 19 1 
Staff Nurses 15 0 5 9 1 
Totals 65 0 9 53 3 
(Per cent) 100 0 14 81 5 
The findings indicate that the majority of folk (68%) 
feel that the standard of nursing care practice in this part-
icular nursing "folk regional society" (hospital) ranges 
from minimum to adequate. Twenty-nine per cent indicated a 
nebulous concept of practicing all three in various combin-
ations and degrees. None feel that optimum care as such is 
practiced. Three percent of the respondents did not answer 
this particular question. 
On the other hand, the majority of the 11 folk 11 (81%) in 
this particula r n urs ing 11 f olk 11 regional soci~ty 11 ~clmowledg-
ed optimum as the desired sta n da r d of prac t ice; fourteen 
specified adequate as the standard o~ practice; wherea s fi ve 
per cent of the respondents did not answer this particular 
question. 
It can b e concluded that the respondents perceive a dis-
crepancy between the nursing care which they would like pat-
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ients to receive and that which they think patients do re-
cei ve, and 1 t can be concluded that there is :EI.ar less cons en-
sus about the latter than about the former. 
Part III. The Method of Personnel Assiggment 
Since nursing care is the task of the Nur-
sing Service Personnel it is important for them 
to know how the work is to be done and how the 
man-povTer "i-Till be apportioned. The revievT of the 
literature specifies that there are three methods 
of personnel assignment operating in the nursing 
"civilization" at the present time. 
Definitions describing the three methods of 
personnel assignment were constructed from t hese 
listed in the Head Nur~~ ~1 ~grk.5 
Operative Research Definitions of Methods of 
Personnel As,sigrgn,ep. t . 
Case Method: The professional nurse is assigned 
to the - care. of one or more patients and she is 
responsible for giving comple t e care. 
Team Method: A team composed of a professional 
nurse as th·e leader and one or more ancillary 
vTOrkers are assigned to the care of a group of 
patients. The professional nurse of the team is 
responsible for the complete care of the group 
of patients. 
Functional Method: Nurses and/or ancillary work-
ers are assigned to specific functions for all 
the patients in the ward, such as taking temper-
atures, giving treatments, and medications and 
patient care assigned to any nurse or ancillary 
worker(s) is limited mainly to physical care. 
5The Hea~_ Nu~se at 1-lork ., op cit. pp. 6-7. 
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The intent of this part of the study was to determine 
from the "folk " of this particular nursing ,,folk regional so-
ciety" the method ( s) of personnel a.ssign...ment practiced and 
the method desired, using as a criterion the research oper-
ational definitions of methods of personnel assignment. 
The author listed the three methods of personnel assign-
ment and the respondents were asked to check in Column I the 
method(s ) practiced and in Column II the method preferred. 
Table 6 gives the replies regarding the methods of per-
sonnel assignment and table 7 gives the ones desired. 
TABLE 6 
METHODS OF PERSONNEL ASSI GNlVIENTS USED 
Position No.of METHODS PRACTICED No Resp-
ond- Case Team Case Case Ans. 
Respondents dents Case Team Fun c. Team Fun c. Fun c. Team 
Fun c. 
Instructors 15 0 0 7 0 0 0 3 5 
Supervisors 15 0 5 9 0 i 0 0 0 
Head Nurses 20 2 1 10 1 1 4 1 0 
Staff Nurses 15 2 0 7 1 3 1 0 1 
Totals 65 4 6 33 2 5 5 4 6 
(Per cent ) 100 6 9 51 ~ 8 8 r 9 .,/ 0 
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TABL.E . 7 
METHODS OF PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENT DESIRED 
65 = 100% 
Position No.of METHODS DESIRED No Resp-
of ond- Case 
Respondents ents Case Team Func. Team Team Ans. 
Fun c. 
Instructors 15 5 7 2 1 
Supervisors 15 3 9 3 
Head Nurses 20 10 8 1 1 
Staff Nurses 15 5 5 2 1 2 
Totals 65 23 29 6 2 1 4 
(Per cent) 100 36 44 9 3 2 6 
The findings denote that the 11 foll[ 11 in this particular 
nursing 11 folk regional societyu feel that the functional me-
thod of persop~el assignment is most often used. Twenty-
five per cent men tinned tvro or more methods. Eleven per-
cent of the 11folk 11 did not answ·er this question. 
On the other hand, thirty-six per· cent of the 11folk 11 in 
' . 
this particular nursing 11folk regional society" dis close that 
the case method is the method of choice; forty-four per cent 
prefer the t eam me thod; nine per cent the functional method; 
and f~:v-~ - per cent a combi nation of methods. Six per cent of 
the 11 folk 11 did not answer the question. 
The s e data indicate a marked discrepancy between methods 
used and methods preferred. 'lnsre is conseni3us that the 
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functional method is not desired, but there is no unity of 
preference for case or team assignments, as the two receive 
about the same amount of support . 
Part IV . Method of Patient Assignment Upon Admission to the 
Hospita l. 
Although the method of patient assignment upon 
admission to the hospital is no t 1vi thin the juris-
dic tion of the nursing 8ervice department it di-
rectly determines the pattern of nursing serv i ce 
organizational structure and indirectly the type of 
nursing service actt on taken in accordance wi th 
this pattern . Such action would include: provis ion 
for the number and kind of personnel needed; t he 
nursing a ctivities, the planning and scheduling of 
work assignment and the kind and amount of suppl i es 
needed on each vrard. 
Up to the present time the universal method 
has been to assign the patient a ccordir_g to h:Ls 
medica l diagnosis . Structural variations and ad-
aptations in patient as signment have emerged and 
are still i n the process of assimilation . Ot hers 
are in the evolutionary stages . The lates t of 
these is that of "~regressive Care!' By structur-
ing itself' upon the "universal" method of pa tient 
assignment by medical diagnosis nursing service 
may have been operating a ccording to a standard 
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imposed by a depar tment ext erior to it. The emerg-
ence of a new type ::· of care maybe a departure from 
this standa rd of :iiursing "civilization" to less 
. . 
unj_versal standards of particular nursing 11 f olk re-
gional societies." Does this mean added fragrnenta-
tion of nursing servi ce practice or a trend tovrard 
a new 11universa l 11 standard? 
. ' 
The psychological effect of this departure 
from standardization would be . interesting to ob-
serve in the light of the present research. It is 
the author 's belief that the progressive care pat-
tern, vrhich is restricted at present to onehospita~ 
is of high potential general adaptability and is a 
structural adaptati on, and that the significance of 
the individual patien t 's needs will emerge after 
the s t ructural adaptation has been assimilated i n to 
the nursing culture, through recognition by the 
nursing 11folk regional societies 11 as it is a better 
medium for standardized nursing care. Consequentl~ 
the author sought to ga '!.ll.ge the po ss ible effect of 
this new concept upon this particular nur s e "fo l k 
regional society " by sampling their opinion of the 
present method of patient assignment and their re-
action to the emergin g concept of "progressive 
. 
care". The "zones of prpgressive care 11 defined be-
low were developed from the classification of the 
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acuity of illness used in the Pittsburg study.6 
Operational Research Definitien of Progressive Care 
Critically Ill: A patient whose condition is such that 
the doctor believes death may occur at any time. 
Acutely Ill: A patient whose illness is severe or 
intense and whose prognosis is doubtful. 
Moderately Ill: A patient whose physical and emotional 
responses indicate satisfactory progress toward recovery 
but who is confined to bed. 
Mildly Ill: A patient who is ambulatory and relatively 
self-sufficient within the limits of the hospital 
environment. 
The raw data was gathered from two questions: 
Question I: Do you think the present · method of patient 
assignment to the various wards is 
adequate and meets the -heeds of the patient, 
the doctor and the community as well as 
your needs as a Staff Member? 
Question II: Many hospitals are developing wards which 
are designed to provide services 
according to the. severity of a patient's 
illness. Illnesses are classified as . 
critical, acute, moderate ·, and: mild 
Patients are transferred in and out.of 
these wards according to their progress. 
S?me of the ~rds are staffed primarily w~th profess~onal nurses and others 
primar~ly ~ith ancillary personnel. Do 
you th~nk ~t would be possible to provide 
each of these wards for the ,patients at Hospital X? · 
Table 8 presents the data regarding adequacy ·of the 
present method of patient assignment and. Tables;· 9 and 10 
give: opinions about the progressive care plan.,. 
6 . 
George, F., Kuehn, R op •t 23 
., . • c~ • pp. • 
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TABLE 8 
!OPINIONS OF ADE"UACY OF PRESENT METHOD OF PATIENT ASSIGNMENT 
65 = lOO% 
Position of No . of I Present Method of Patient Ass i gn..m.en t 
Respondent s Respondents Adequate Inadequate No Answer 
.. 
Instructors 15 2 12 1 
Supervi sors 15 3 10 2 
Head Nurses 20 6 12 A c:. 
Staff Nurses 15 4 8 3 
Total 65 15 42 8 
( Per cent ) 100 23 65 12 
TABLE 9 
OPINIONS OF DESIREABILITY OF SPECIFICALLY 
DESI GNH'.wD \{Al"'DS 
65 = 100% 
Position No.of Criti cally Acut ely Moderately Mi ldly 
of Resp- I ll Ill Tll Il l 
Re sponden ts onse Yes No~; Yes No ifis Yes No .ill~ Yes No ~iis 
I ns tructors 15 12 3 0 13 1 1 12 3 0 10 5 0 
Supervisors 15 10 3 2 13 1 1 12 2 1 13 1 1 
Head Nurses 20 16 2 2 15 2 3 12 4 4 13 2 5 
St aff Nurses 15 10 I; 0 11 4 0 11 3 1 10 2 3 -' 
Totals 65 48 13 4 52 8 5 47 12 6 46 10 9 
( Per cent ) 100 74 20 6 80 12 8 72 19 9 71 15 14 
TABLE 10 
OPINIONS OF PRO GRESSI VE CARE EXPRESSED AS THE :M..EAN 
OF OPINIONS OF FOUR TYPES OF WARDS 65 = 100% 
Opinions Mean of Replies Per cent Regarding Wards 
De s i reable 48 74 
Undesireable 11 17 
No answer• 6 9 
To t a l 65 100 
.)1-
The findings are that sixty-five per cen t of the folk in 
this particular nursing 11folk regional society" feel that the 
. . 
present method of patient assignment (assignment by medical 
diagnosis) is inadequate whereas twenty-three per cent feel 
that it is adequate. Twelve per cent of the respondents di d 
not answer the question. 
On the other hand, seventy-four per cent of· the ''folk" 
in this particular nursing 11folk regional society" express 
' . 
the feeling that "Progressive Care" is a desireable method, 
whereas seventeen percent feel it is undesireable. Nine per-
cent of the respondents did not answer this particular quest-
ion. 
There is more consensus regarding the desireability of 
the newer method than about the adequacy of the present one. 
The data for this thesis are summarized in Tables 11. ec 12. 
The problem of this study, to investigate the presence 
of cultural lag in t he concepts of nursing, has resulted in 
the discovery that in each of the four areas there is a con-
siderable discrepancy between present practice, as viewed by 
respondents, and the most modern concepts, and also a descre-
pancy between modern concepts and desired practice. 
T A B L E 11 
SUMMARY 0 F FINDINGS 
-- -
Norms Operating in the Most Advanced One Partie l ar . Nuraing 
Nursing Civilization Author's Research Op- Technicways "Folk Regional Society" 
erational Definitions Visualized by 
Review of Literature the Researcher Expressed in Percent 
Definition of Nursing Attributes of Nursing Assigned Per- Defini tion, Present Desired 
Care Care cent Norms Norms 
Many Definitions Physical Care 100% 78% 8% 72% 
Treatment 100% 60% 80% 72% 
Variety of Attributes Emotional Support 100% 69% 57% 72% I V1 
l\.) -
Environmental Needs 100% 18% 11% 20% I 
Choices are made by Spiritual Needs 100% 
the individual nurse 37% 20% 11% 
practitioner Rehabilitative Needs 100% 9% 14% 28% 
Health Needs 100% 9% 23% 35% 
Nebulous Responses 6% 9% 9% 
No Answers 16% 11% 19% 
I 
' 
T A B L E 12 
S UM MARY 0 F F I N D I N G S (Cont'd) 
Norma Operating in Most Advanced One Particular Nursing 
The Nursing Civil- Author's Technicways "Folk Regional Society" 
ization Research Visualized by 65 Participants 
Operational The Re searcher Expressed i n Percent 
Review Definitions 
of Literature Assigned Percent Present Norms Desired Norms 
Standar ds of Nurs- Standards of Standard Standards Standards 
i ng Nursi ng Care 
··-· · · 
I Minimum Minimum 41~ Minimum 0 None Adequate Adequate 25 Adequate 14~ Optimwn Optimu.m, 100% Optimum - 0 Optimwn 81~ 
.- Nebulous 29% I : No answer 3% No answer 5~ ,., \,...) ·- --
I . Methods of Person- Methods Hethod Methods Methods 
nel Assim..rnent 
Case Case Case 6%. Case 3~~ Team Team Team 100% Team · 9% Team 44 
Functi onal Functional Functional 51% Functional ~~ Nebulous . 25% Nebulous No answer- 9% No answer 6~ 
Methods of Patient Medical Diagnosis Medical Diag-· Progressive Care 
Assignment Pro~essive Care nos is 
Medical Diagnosis 1. Critically . Ill "Progressive Inadequate 65% Undesirable 17~ 
Special Unit 2. Acutely Ill Care" 100% Adequate 23% Desirable 74~ Progressive Care 3. Moderateli Ill lNo answer 12% No answer 9; 4. Mildly Il 
I 
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Chapter V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
A review of the literature revealed that there :li.§~ chaot:ID 
degree of latitude operating in the nursing "civilization" 
(nursing profession) in general. The findings of this study 
show a comparable chaotic degree of latitude operating in the 
''f'olk regional society". (This particular nursing service). 
' There is a range of choices operating in the definition of 
nursing care; the standards of nursing practice; in the me-
thod of personnel assignment and in the method of patient as-
signment. These divergent opinions imply that standardiza-
tion is a necesszt:ty in the nursing "civilization" if the 
J1folk 11 regional societies" are to func tion in harmony and in 
a uniformly organized fashion. Because the J1folk 11 in the nur 
sing J1folk regional society" are apt to be mobile and because 
they are members of the nursing profession they are dependent 
upon nursing 11ci viliza tionJ' as represented in the national or 
anizations for overall direction and policy. This fact sug-
gests that there is a need for off'icial recognition, under-
standing and uniform interpretation of' prof'essionally accept-
ed policy as it applies to nursing care, standards of' prac-
tice and method of personnel assignment. 
A comparison of' the nursing "folk regional society11 ob-
served in this study with that of' the nursing ''civilization'' 
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as reflected in the literature indicates that a cultural lag 
is present in this nursing 11folk regional society" in the 
areas of nursing care, its standard of practice, method of 
personnel and patient assignment. This study shows that many 
of the "folk" in this nursing "folk regional society" are re-
.. 
luctant to change their traditional concepts of nursing care. 
This may be due to a feeling of threat to their personal 
"self-image". If change permits them to reorient their per-
~onal 11 self~image 11 they may seem more willing. This study 
indicates the variety of choices a nurse practitioner has in 
each of the four topics mentioned. It suggests the import-
ance of a common frame of reference between the nursing 11 civ-
iliza tion" and this particular nursing 11folk regi.onal so~iety11 
and within separate nursing 11folk regio~al societies". 
. ' 
The eomparison not only reveals but highlights the areas 
of cultural lag between nursing "civilization" and this part-
icular nursing 11folk regional so~iety". It suggests that 
this nursing service organization is primarily traditional in 
its nature and character. It reflects traditional norms in 
its definition of nursing care since physical care, treatment 
and emotional support are mentioned on the average by seven-
ty-two percent of the respondents whereas environmental, re-
ligious, rehabilitative and health needs are mentioned on the 
average only by twenty percent. It aV?>o reflects traditional 
norms in standards of performance since no one mentions op-
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timum care as the standard being used. Traditional methods 
of patient and personnel assignment are being used, but the 
norms seem to be in a state of transition. 
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Conclusions 
Conclusions drawn from this study are that: 
1. There is a need for a standardized definition of nur-
sing care at the level of nursing 11 civilization", the 
attributes of which can be identified, attained and 
measured. 
2. There is a need at the level of nursing 11 civilization" 
for standards of nursing care practice ~Thich are de-
finable and measurable and for a standard to be set 
below which practice is considered unsafe. 
3. If the role of the nurse is to be that of a manager as 
well as a practitioner of nursing care she needs back-
ground and practice in the following areas: 
A. Work s~plification and skill development. 
b. Management and principles of supervision. 
c. Pripciples of teaching 
d. Principles of guidance (non-directive) 
e. Principles of rehabilitation 
f. Team concept. 
4. There is a need for policy, procedure, practice, pro-
gram and standardization in this particular nursing 
"folk regional society" in the following areas: 
a. The administrative climate 
b. The role of the nurse 
c. Definition of nursing care 
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d. A standard. of nursing care practice 
e . The meth8d of personnel assignment 
5 . There is need to evaluate critically the method of 
patient a ssignment . 
6 . Policy, procedure , program, p r a ctice a nd standardiza-
tion are extrinsi ca lly dependent upon the consensus of 
the control ling groups 1-ri thin the b.ospi tal structure, 
namel y , the director of nurs ing, the medical staff and 
admin istration. 
7. Once policy, p rocedure, pr ogram>pr a c tice a n d stan dard-
ization have b een establ ished responsibili ty should be 
delegated to the "folk" of 11fo lk region a l society" for 
impl ementation. 
8 . I n- service progra ms be des igned t o make the a ss imi l -
tion of po l i cy , p ro gram, p rocedure, prac tice a nd stand-
ardization a demo cratic process with a cceptance based 
upon consensus by t he nurs i n g 11folk regional societyu. 
g . From the norms suggested by th~ "folk" i n the n u rsing 
. ' 
"folk regional society11 it fol lows that the basi s of a 
staff-constructed mas ter staffing pattern i s possible: 
a. Nurs i n g Care : Compreh ensive 
b . Stan dar d of Pra cti ce: Optimum 
c. Method of Personnel As signmen t : Team 
d . Method of Patien t Assignment: "Progressive 
Care" 
10 ~ · A permissive climate is a necessity in t he nursing 
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service organization if each nurse is to help herself 
and others carry out the assigned task, nursing care, 
through self-discipline, within the limits set by pol-
icy, procedure, program, practice and standa rdization. 
11. The percentage of non-responses can be regarded as an 
indication of the traditional (authoritatian) concept-
ualization of administration by this particular nursing 
11 folk regional society." 
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Recommendations 
On the basis of the findings the following recommendations 
are ma.de: 
1. That a similar study be conducted in which the research 
er is able to secure lOO% participation by the person-
nel. 
2. That a comparative study be carried out between two nur-
sing service organizations in the arne area. 
3. That a similar study be done limiting the category to 
be tested to either supervisors, head nurses, staff nur-
ses, or instructors. 
4. That a similar study be done limiting the category to 
the supervisor, head nurse and staff nurse.s on one unlt. 
5. That a functional study be conducted to determine the 
number and kind of persoD..nel needed on each \Tard using 
as the basis of a master staffing pattern the following 
6. 
concepts: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
Admlnistrative Climate: Democratic 
Role of the Nurse: Organizer, Teacher, Super-
visor and Administr•a tor. 
Nursing Care: Comprehensive 
Standard of Practice: Optimum 
Method of Personnel ~ssignment: Team 
Method of ~atient Assignment: . Progressive Care 
That the director of Hospital X, administration and the 
medical staff evaluate the findings and the signifi-
cance of the findings of this study. 
7. That the "folk" of this particular nurse 11folk regional 
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society" evaluate the findings and develop, the in-staff'-
education program. 
8. That the nursing "civilization'', as represented in its 
official organizations, consider the necessity of' .stand-
ardization in the areas of: a definition of nursing 
care, the standard of praetice and the method of person-
nel assignment. 
9. That the "folk'' of the nursing 11 ci viliza tion" seriously 
consider the translation of Dr. Fred Polok 1 s theory of 
the f'u ture of a '' civilization 11 :-
111If' a society has optimistic ideas, dynamic as 
ations and cohesive ambitions, the civilization 
will grow and prosper. If' it exhibits negative 
trends, uncertain ideas and hesitant faith, the 
society is in danger of disintegrating. 11 ' The 
idea, then is that by thinking about the fu~ure, 
man creates the same future according to his 
image. "1 
10. That the 11folk 11 who represent the nursing "civilization" 
strive toward "that maturity defined by Strecker and 
Appel as: 
'"Basically maturity represents a wholesome amalga-
mation of' two things: 1. ~issa.tisfaetion with the 
status quo, which calls forth aggressive, con-
structive effort, and 2.) social concern and de-
votion. It is morale in . the individual."'2 
11. That the 11f'olk 11 within this particular nursing , 11folk re-
gional so~iety'' and the allied professional and other 
societies associated with them in the hospital structure 
lEwing, D., Long Range Planning For Management, p. 488 (cit-
ing Dr. Fred Polok.) 
2wittenberg, R., The Art of' Group Discipline, p. 111 (citing 
Strecker and Appel.) 
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pool their ideas, energies and creative thinking and 
through consensus provide comprehensive care. 
12. That less-provincialized and a more cosmopolitan type of 
nursing education be adopted so as to decompar t mentalize 
the student and consequently the graduate. 
13. The existing nebulous concepts as a further indication 
of a traditionally-oriented nursing 11folk regional so-
ciety" might be clarified by: 
a. Formal contact by students in the basic diploma 
program with the philosophical principles of 
nursing. 
b. Effective in-service education. 
14. Potentially static traditionalist attitudes should be 
anticipated and modified i n the basic diploma program by 
teaching students to distinguish clearly between: 
a. The constant, ontological principles which com-
prise the nature, essential properties and re-
ality of nursing. 
b. The variable logic of nursing which is method-
ology, alterable to suit the requirement s of 
different nursin g situations and environments.3 
3cotter, A.C., A B C of Scholastic Philoso~. pp. 1 - 434. 
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------------Hospital 
Department of Nursing 
Questionnaire - Registered Professional Nurse 
The Director of Nursing would appreciate knowing your 
feelings about the nursing care you give at Hospital X and 
some of your thoughts about nursing care in general. 
This is your opportunity as a member of the Nursing 
Staff to state your opinions and views and to make your sug-
gestions for improving patient care. We hope you will feel 
free to say anything you wish. You need not sign your name. 
Your criticisms and recommendations will help us to find out 
how patient care can be improved at lesser cost to the pat-
ient and greater satisfaction to you as a Staff member. You 
can help us formulate the basis of a staffing pattern by co-
operating with us by answering these questions carefully and 
thoughtfully. 
Please return the questionnaire by • Our 
goal is 100% participation by the Nursing Personnel_. 
• 
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Questionnaire - Professional Nursing Personnel 
Part I. 
I. How would you as a nurse, define nursing care ex-
plicitly and comprehensively? 
II. Do you think the present method of patient assign-
ment to the various wards is adequate and meets the 
needs of the patient, the doctor, and the community 
as well as Your Needs as a Staff Member? 
III. Many hospitals are developing wards which are de-
signed to provide services according to the sever-
ity of a patient 1 s illness. Illnesses are classif-
ied as critical, acute, moderate and mild. Patients 
are transferred in and out of these-wards a~cording 
to their progress. Some of the wards are staffed 
primarily with professional nurses and others pri-
marily with ancillary personnel. Do you think it 
would be possible to provide each of these wards 
for the patients at Hospital X? 
Please indicate your preference by making a check 
mark ( 1() for degree of illness in the appropriate 
column below. 
• 
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Acuity of Illness 
Critically Ill: A patient 
whose condition is such ~hat 
the doctor believes death nay 
occur at any time. 
Acutely Ill: A patient whose 
illness is severe or intense 
and whose progress is doubt-
ful. 
Moderately Ill: A patient 
whose physical and emotional 
responses indicate satisfac-
t ory progress toward recovery 
but who is confined to bed. 
i Mildly Ill: A patient who is 
ambulatory and relatively 
self-sufficient within the 
limits of the hospital envir-
onment. 
Rave a 
Specifically 
Designated Ward 
No t 
De sirable 
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Part II. 
The Director of Nursing i s interested in providing 
better care to the patients. What is meant by nursing 
care can only be expressed in ~elative terms. How-
ever, your point of view as a nurse would help us de-
fine your expectations for patient care. 
Listed on the following page are three definitions of 
grades of nursing care. 
In Column I, please indicate by a check mark ( V ) in 
the appropriate space the kind or care the nursing 
staff is giving at the present time to the majority of 
patients and in Column II make a check mark ( i/ ) in 
the appropriate space indicating the kind of care you 
would like the nursing staff to give the patients. 
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Grada tions of Nursing Care 
1. Minimum Nursing Care: Is the least quant-
ity of attention and· treatment necessary 
to maintain the patient 1 s comfort, safety 
and prevalent condition. 
The patient adapts to the established 
routine of the hospital. He receives the 
treatment and medications prescribed by 
the physician in a safe and clean environ-
ment. He verbalizes his needs and these 
are gratified by the Nursing Personnel. 
2. Adequate Nursing Care: Is a quantity of 
attention and trea t ment sufficient to ar-
rest the symptoms indicated in the diag-
nosis and to promote convalescence. 
The patient is recognized as an individual 
with an individual personality and the 
nursing personnel help him to adjust to 
his condition and his environment. Rout-
ines, treatments and medications are care-
fully explained to the patient and ad-
justments are made whenever necessary. The 
nursing personnel are aware that the pat-
ient has many needs which may be physical, 
emotional, spiritual or environmental in 
nature and attempt to meet these needs. 
3. Optimum Nursing Care: Is the quantity of 
attention and treatment wider in scope and 
of superior degree concentrating not only 
on the complete recovery of the patient 
but also on his psychological preparation 
for post convalescent life. 
The patient 1 s needs are anticipated by 
the narsing personnel and a plan is design 
ed for the individual patient which in-
cludes physical care, treatment, emotion-
al support, environ_mental needs, spirit-
ual guidance, health instruction and an 
attempt at rehabilitation so that the 
patient returns home with renewed confid-
ence in himself and is willing to adjust 
his living to his physical potentialities. 
Care Patients 
Now Receive 
--===: 
Care You 
vlould Prefer 
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The Director of Nursing is contemplating a revised overall 
staffing pattern for the hospi t al • . Many factors enter in-
to the establishment of a staffing pattern. Basic among 
them are the methods for assignment of personnel to the 
care of patients. Please bear in mind the cost and. the 
difficulty of securing professional nurses. 
In Column I, please check ( V ) the method or methods of 
assignment now practiced at Hospital X and check in Column 
II the method you prefer. 
Method of Assignment 
1. Case Method: The professional nurse 
is assigned to the care of one or 
more patients and she is responsible 
for giving complete care. 
2. Team Method: A team composed of a 
professional nurse and one or more 
auxiliary workers are assigned to 
the care of a group of patients. The 
professional nurse of the team is 
responsible for the complete care of 
her group of patients. 
3. Functional Method: Nurses and/or 
ancillary workers .are assigned to 
specific functions for all the pat-
ients in the wards, such as taking 
temperatures, giving treatments and 
medications and patient care assign-
ed to any nurse or ancillary work-
er(s) is limited mainly to physical 
care. 
Method(s) Method you 
Practic Prefer 
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Nursing Care 
1. What are xou doing? 
Mr. Jones has been admitted today with a diagnosis of 
Cancer of the colon. He is scheduled for a colostomy 
tomorrow morning at 9:00 a. m. Please write briefly 
and specifically the kind of care you are able to 
give him pre-operatively and in his convalescent per-
iod at the present time. 
2. What would you like to do? 
What kind of care would you like to be able to give 
4im? (Please be specific.) 
